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That the Management of the institution undertakes to comply with the provisions of
the clause 8(1 1) of the NCTE Regulations,2014 which provide that whenever, there
are changes in the norms and standards for a programme in teacher education,
the institution shall comply with the requirements laid down in the revised
norms and standards immediately. However, the revised land area related norms
shall not be applicable to the existing institutions, but the required built up area

shall have to be increased by them to conform to the revised norms and the
institutions not having land area as per the revised norms, shall not be allowed to
expand b5, way of additional programmes or additional intake.

That the Management of the institution undertake to comply with the provisions of the

clause 8(12) of the NCTE Regulation, 2014 which provide that the institution shall
make the information or documents available to the NCTE or its authorized
representatives as and when requirerl by them and failure to produce or show

any of the required documents, shall be treated as a breach of the conditions bf
recognition.
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\q Ure Management of the institution undertake to comply with the provisions of the

.cla\e 8(13) of the NCTE Regulation,2014 which provide that the intuition shall
l[*ft"i" records or registers and other documents etc. which are essential for
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running of an educational institution especially those prescribed in the relevant
norms and standards and guidelines or instructions of the Central or State or
union Territory Governments, affiliating or examining bodies.

That the Management of the institution undertake to comply with the provisions of the
clause 8(1a) of the NCTE Regulation, 2074 which provide that the institution shall
adhere to the mandatory disclosure in the prescribed format and display up-to-
date information on its Officiat website.

The institution undertakes that it is fully aware to clause 7(3) of the NCTE Regulations,2014
which provide that Furnishing any wrong information or concealment of facts in the
application, which may have baring on the decision making process or the decision
pertainingto grant of recognition, shall result in refusal of recognition of the institution
besides other legal action against its management; order of refusal of recognition shall
be passed after affording reasonable opportunity ofhearing through a show cause notice
to the institution

-Name & seal of the authorized representative of the management of the
institution.

The above state.ment of essential data sheet containing are to be duly sworn before the
Commissioner / Notary Public

Signature with Seal of the
Commissioner / Notarv Public
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Name of the authorized representative of the
society/trust running the teacher training
programme.

Dr. v.S.vasantha MAnunAT[Atrrfillfrlrt
MADUBAI.625 021

Designation Registrar

Name of the society/trust Madurai Kamaraj University

Office Address Palkalai Nagar,
Madurai - 625 021
Tamil Nadu, India

Name of the Nolary Public/ADM/sDM or First class Ivlagistrate S.Kathiravan
Ofhce Address TB Road

Usilampatti Town
Madurai District
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